
the submission of five resolutions generally aimed at stopping nuclear
s and eliminating nuclear weapons.

Canada played a leading role in securing the adoption of a resolution.
healing to the Soviet Union flot to explode a 50-megaton nuclear device,
breatened by Premier Khrushchov. Ini addition to this resolution (1632)
ch was adopted on October 27 with an overwhelming majority, Canada
)made a direct protest to the Soviet Union in connection with the

ined explosion. The Soviet Union disregarded both the United Nations
>lution and the direct appeals made by many governments, including the
iadian Government, and conducted the most powerful nuclear explosion
r recorded.

In keeping with Canada's firm opposition to nuclear weapons tests, the
Ladian Delegation also supported two, resolutions designed to deal with
resumption of testing. The first, submitted by India and sponsored by

,ral other countries, urged the nuclear powers to refrain from further
ing until a binding agreement to end the tests had been reached. The
lIution (1648) was adopted on November 6 by a vote of 71 i favour
iluding Canada), 20 opposed and 9 abstentions. The second resolution
this subject, co-sponsored by the United States and Britain, urged a
,wal of the nuclear test ban talks at Qeneva to work toward an inter-
onal treaty to end tests with effective control provisions. The resolution
49) was adopted on November 8 by a vote of 71 i favour, including
iada, Il against, with 15 abstentions.

Two other resolutions, sponsored mainly by African nations, went
iewhat beyond the scope of actual testing. The firat resolution called on
States to refrain from carrying out nuclear tests in Africa and to refrain
n using African territory for '<testing, storing or transporting" nuclear
ponts, and to respect the African continent as a denuclearized zone. This
lution (1652) was adopted by the General Assembly on November 24
a vote of 55 in favour, none against, with 44 abstentions. Canada,


